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#MALTACAMP2023

Today's schedule offers a broad range of activities both
on-site and off-site: 
On-site, participants can refine their painting skills,
among other activities. They will recreate Belgian
masterpieces that will be displayed in our art gallery.
Don't miss this unique camp exhibition! 
Others will explore the Belgian art of comic drawing with
professionals, enhance their dancing skills, or immerse
themselves in the art of hat-making. 

Those venturing to off-site activities can get to know
some of the most prominent animal residents of Belgium
at Pairi Daiza, the elected best European zoo! 
Some will deepen their understanding of one of
Belgium’s most iconic exports at a chocolate workshop in
Brussels, by even crafting pralines themselves. Others
will experience the excitement of the Walibi theme park
or explore the world in miniature at Mini-Europe or from
above through gliding! 

The first international evening will provide an opportunity
to share our day’s adventures and highlights with others
while discovering and savouring international cuisine
presented by our national teams. The extra kilos gained
from this culinary exploration can be danced off at the
evening disco! 

Happy birthday to: 

23C - sunny

BAEHR MARIANNA 

MOREELS GAUTHIER

&

Weather of today

Dinner Shepherd's pie
Chocolate mousse

Lunch Sandwich
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A huge thanks to our 
LOVELY catering team

Malta camp goodies
hoodie (navy): 30 euros
mug: 10 euros 
coaster: 5 euros
tote bag: 5 euros
sunglasses: 2,5 euros
magnetic bottle opener: 1 euro
pen: 1 euro
postcard: 0,5 euro
drink ticket: 10 euros

Available at the reception desk

Thank you for spoiling us every day
with these tasty meals!

Find all the official videos 
about Malta camp with this 
QR code and on our social media!







THANKS FOR THIS BEAUTIFUL CHILL ZONE & BAR!
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Where's Maltese Wally?
Find the Maltese Wally on the camp
site and take a picture with him! 

The first picture received each day at
medias@maltacamp2023.be will be
in our newspaper!

Becasines are ready!
Please take a Maltese Becasine to offer
our guests a funny run on our camp site! 

Thanks to the logistics team for having
built them and for all their great job!




